## New Acquisitions: Oct - Dec 2016

### Call Number

#### A: General Works
- AM11.R63 1997
- AM151.D43 1994

#### B: Philosophy, Psychology, Religion
- B105.W65P73 2012
- B105.W65V37 2015
- B1201.C553P7416 1996
- BC91.S5 1966
- BD190.S78 1999
- BD331.P44 1978
- BD436.M375 2011
- BD444.B334 2007
- BD444.P488 2010
- BF1582.F3813 1980
- BF1584.E9S23 1987
- BF175.4.S65K43 2003
- BF575.A9F85 2006
- BF575.H27J64 1987
- BF81.B7 1965
- BH301.G74H37 2006
- BJ1012.M633 1996
- BJ1025.P54 2005
- BJ52.5.P36 2009
- BL50.M26 1985
- BL624.M397 1992
- BL65.N35T39 2010
- BQ4485.O24 2002
- BS661.E36 1990

#### C: Auxiliary Sciences of History
- CB430.H84 2012
- CC125.N7W55 1991

#### D: World History
- D217.I6 1994
- D843.M244 1981
E: History of the Americas

E121.F57 1989
E121.S44 1995
E125.S7H85 1997
E141.H37 2001
E160.A579 2016
E185.G54 2010
E29.N3C375 2009
E45.E53 1993 v.1-3
E59.M3P69 1983
E59.M66F67 1993
E59.P89M37 1990
E76.8.I57 1988
E78.B9T874 2007
E78.C2B78 1997
E78.C2S33
E78.E2G78 1995
E78.E2T57 2007
E78.G73H355 1995
E78.I5N317 1993
E78.M82E94
E78.N65F42 1988
E78.N78M665 1994
E78.S65B58 1979
E78.S65P45 2001eb
E78.S65P69 1989
E78.S7D525 1996
E78.S7P38 1996
E78.V7M32 1957
E89.I24 1987
E91.H47 1981
E93.D58 1982
F: History of the Americas
F 1219.73 .D38 1973
F 27 .M9 M34 1989 vol. 2
F1021.B25 1969
F1219.1.M55R413 1970
F1219.3.R38B7
F1219.73.C66 1984
F1219.76.H57K43 1990
G: Geography, Anthropology, Recreation

G200.B48 1989
GB1399.4.I6W37 2010
GE155.M4R46 2009
GE160.I8N38 2010
GE197.W37 2010
GF21.T87 2005
GF47.V65 2008
GF80.K65 1992
GF80.S23 1993
GN 17.V65 1996
GN 308.E9 2000
O/S NA7451.E5 1964
O/S NB550.B74 2005
O/S ND1260.T4 1985
O/S ND237.R6758A4 2010
O/S ND239.K159K1543 1996
O/S NE651.6.E9M87 2011

P: Literature
P 37 .I5 1975
P302.S69
P53.B87 1984
PA273.H8 1983
PL 2658 .W37 1988
Plant Science Application
PN1031.A27 2012
PN1993.5.U6G34 2009
PN1995.9.E83F54 1995
PN3435.H69 2000
PN3435.T613 1975
PN4878.3.D86 2008
PN6231.L5B3 1979
PN6790.L29R43 2009
PN721.J67 1990
PQ2619.A65U313 1961
PQ307.S95S6813 2016
PR149.A7B64 2010
PR3317.A6 2009
PR3605.N2A6 2000
PR6023.A66H5 1974
PR6023.A93A6 2009
PR6052.A54G75 1991
PR658.W6J36 1992
PR9199.3.M8R86 2004
PR9272.9.N32H6 2001
PR9272.9.N32M55 2001
PR9499.4.K36G97 2014
PS 3537 .T316 S6 1976
PS 548 .S76 2016
PS3505.H6428Z48 1988
PS3523.A7H3 1984
PS3552.E19545 2015
PS3553.O47478A6 2013
PS3554.I32A6 1972
PS3554.U2652H68 1999
PS3554.U265Z47 1998
R: Medicine
R141.S546 1990
RA1224.2.L36 2010
RA1226.L47 2010
RC514.R3858 2015
RC533.S53 2015
RC569.5.B67G87 2015
RC569.5.S48556 2015
RC963.7.J3W45 2010

S: Agriculture
S 565 .H55 2012
S417.C3H47 2011
S441.S43 1975
S562.M6P47 2010
S623.W47 2014
SB466.U63J67 1993
SD143.R88 2012
SD383.P367 2002
SH224.N7B38 2010
SH382.2.F73 1984
SH383.5.N8W35 2010

T: Technology
T11.B78 2015
TC774.C4365 2014
TD171.3.C22M666 2011
TD195.C45R67 2010
TD763.S557 2010
TJ163.2.M3843 2010
TN799.6.I3B54 2010
TR 646 .N452 N494 2016
TR646.G72L6619 1985
TR646.U6S36373 1983
TR685.L38 1993
TT 870 .J333 2013
TT186.D85 1992
TT199.7.B88 1984
TT199.7.I757 2000
TT325.F53 1994
TT870.S4447 1987
TT879.B3H38 1986
TX725.M6M63 2002
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Call Numbers</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z: Bibliography, Library Science</td>
<td></td>
<td>Z6944.L5G86 1992</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videos</td>
<td></td>
<td>VIDEO P85.C47I8 2014</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VIDEO QR41.2.M97 2015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile - Independent Reader</td>
<td></td>
<td>IR JUV PZ23.G3462Ti 2004</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
from knowledge to narrative
museum exhibition

practices of wonder
wonder
the principles of the most ancient and modern philosophy
choice and chance
visual analogy
a dialogue on personal identity and immortality
love
philosophical thinking about death and dying
philosophy and death
deadly words
witchcraft and magic in sixteenth and seventeenth century europe
dark continents
ecology and consciousness
wonder
ecstasy
history of psychology
on the grotesque
moral knowledge
morality play
crooked stalks
magic, witchcraft and religion
rainbow tribe
dark green religion
imagining karma
the savage in judaism
the aesthetic experience

pataphysics
fantastic archaeology

performances
beyond the great story
the combing of history
implicit understandings
the nuclear revolution
safe area gorazde
desert kingdom
iran and the challenge of diversity
tribes & empire on the margins of nineteenth century iran
colonialism and its forms of knowledge
reconceptualizations of the african diaspora
the last blank spaces
the africa that never was
the swahili
tavel, gender and imperialism
in an antique land
form in indigenous art
the furthest shore

first encounters
ceremonies of possession in europes conquest of the new world, 1492 1640
knights of spain, warriors of the sun
representing the new world
americas national park system
rooted in the earth
in the shadow of slavery
encyclopedia of the north american colonies
the power of symbols
africans and native americans
deconstructing america
indians in american history
the archive of place
the potlatch papers
tales from the smokehouse
historic contact
three centuries of woodlands indian art
becoming and remaining a people
nations remembered
indian life on the upper missouri
dancing gods
new worlds from fragments
black drink
the columbia guide to american indians of the southeast
powhatans mantle
imagining indians in the southwest
paths of life
indians in seventeenth century virginia
i tell you now
the search for an american indian identity
the vanishing american
indian reservations in the united states
diplomats in buckskins
shingwauks vision
cultivating the rosebuds
the invisible culture
the flag in american indian art
native american painting
earth & sky
the art of native american basketry
fibers & forms
cultures in contact
american indian beadwork
native americans and energy development
american indian persistence and resurgence
native american stories
native american oral traditions
pottery by american indian women
public native america
teaching spirits
quest for harmony
commoners, tribute and chiefs
apache reservation
return of the buffalo
legends from the forest
kitchi gami
searching for the bright path
tales of the cochiti indians
strangers devour the land
canoe construction in a cree cultural tradition
creek country
ella delorias the buffalo people
sundancing at rosebud and pine ridge
before the great spirit
the skin boats of saint lawrence island, alaska
faith, food and family in a yupik whaling community
a yupilaq worldview
powers which we do not know
bashful no longer
eskimos and explorers
sacred hunt
words of the real people
a story as sharp as a knife
the heiltsuks
roads in the sky
the fourth world of the hopis
tusayan katsinas and hopi altars
hopis, tewas and the american road
the voice of the great spirit
religion and hopi life in the twentieth century
born a chief
a hopi social history
hopi basket weaving
kachina dolls
living lifes circle
of sky and earth
mikwitelmanej mikmaqik
micmac quillwork
the mikmaq
the micmac indians of eastern canada
elitekey
old light on separate ways
a key into the language of america
what cheer, netop
the main stalk
navajo and photography
navajoland
in the beginning
the medicine men
mother earth spirituality
war dance
the oneida creation story
wovoka and the ghost dance
the hako
pocahontass people
the powhatan indians of virginia
when rain gods reigned
pueblo nations
the sun came down
tanaina tales from alaska
wakinyan
against culture
what this awl means
the zuni man woman
transforming images

aztecs
islands of the mid maine coast
the conflict of european and eastern algonkian cultures 1504 1700
the chronicles of michoacan
the fifth sun
religion and empire
the aztec image in western thought
treatise on the heathen superstitions that today live among the indians native to this new spain, 1629
olmecs
explorers, fortunes & love letters
freedoms gardener
yucatan und die maya kultur
scribes, warriors and kings
tikal
time and reality in the thought of the maya
maya ruins of mexico in color
who counts
cannibal encounters
kuna crafts, gender and the global economy
the forgotten centuries
at the crossroads of the earth and the sky
the journals of captain john smith
travels with tooy
how real people ought to live
tristes tropiques
anthropology toward history
the machu picchu guidebook
inca civilization in cuzco
the history of a myth
moche pottery from peru
guaman poma
history of how the spaniards arrived in peru
the explorers
the fur trade of the american west, 1807 1840
buffalo bill and his wild west
the frontier in american culture
with pen and pencil on the frontier in 1851
the myth of santa fe
making the san fernando valley
maya

spinsters abroad
a watershed year
remaking boston
nature and history in modern italy
living through the end of nature
the earths blanket
a voice for earth
wisdom of the elders
sacred trusts
volksgeist as method and ethic
excluded ancestors, inventible traditions
romantic motives
significant others
objects and others
functionalism historicized
bones, bodies behavior
malinowski, rivers benedict and others
central sites, peripheral visions
the fossil trail
objects and objections of ethnography
subjectivity
observers observed
ritual, politics and power
images of savages
the art of war
earth beings
fragments of death, fables of identity
into the heart of africa
folk tales and fairy stories from india
Naming the witch
vampire almanac
food and culture
stirring the pot
the book of tea
cloth and human experience
meaningful interpretation
parks and people
studies in outdoor recreation
pilgrims of the vertical
view from the summit
flotsam and jetsam
satellite atlas of the world
road atlas, 2017
how to teach the ocean
economix
the road to serfdom
meme wars
george mitchell and the idea of sustainability
economy and society in ancient greece
sprint
business and society
the lobster gangs of maine
the lumbermans frontier
food sovereignty
removing mountains
the american fur trade of the far west
biocapital
the trans pacific partnership and canada
leading with grit
the business writers companion
the phenomenon of money
representation
rewriting the renaissance
sex and conquest
the wonder of girls
let knowledge serve the city
managing the mountains
the almanac of american philanthropy
hallucinogens and culture
vita
statistical yearbook

strangers in their own land
white house politics and the environment
the umma and the dawla
colonialisms culture
legalizing moves
illegality, inc

laws environment
the man who once was whizzer white
the great sioux nation

ethics and college student life
the tao of teaching
reflections on design principles
soundings
the pressured child
personal epistemology
teaching inquiry science in middle and secondary schools
will standards save public education
experience and education
character education

american minimal music
a view of the vatican
from abacus to zeus
art in small scale societies
abstraction
cubism and culture
explode every day
living and sustaining a creative life
hope ginsburg
martin puryear
the anthropology of art
generations and geographies in the visual arts
reclaiming female agency
exhibition ism
emil torday and the art of the congo, 1900 1909
meaning in the visual arts
visual literacy
akademie x
from bauhaus to ecohouse
the study and criticism of italian sculpture
head comix
the psychology of perspective and renaissance art
old master life drawings
sarnari
color for painters
the painters handbook
the materials and techniques of painting
waves and plagues
vitamin p2 new perspectives in painting designed by julia hasting
painting
women of abstract expressionism
alexis rockman
a giacometti portrait
poussin and nature
titian and rubens
pop art & after
nihon mingeikan
documentary across disciplines
maroon arts
prehistoric cave art in northern spain, asturias
greece and rome
inventing abstraction, 1910 1925
abstract expressionism
mark dion
degenerate art
anderson gallery
ai weiwei
vision and art
the japanese house
breaking the mold
techniques of the great masters of art
alexis rockman
alex katz at colby college
the still lifes of evaristo baschenis
german expressionism

innate ideas
nonsense
learning a field language
alpha to omega
tu fu chinas great poet
plant science search duguid
the fourth dimension of a poem
the independent filmmakers law and business guide
freeze frame
the horror reader
the fantastic
notes from underground
the lure of the limerick
redrawing the nation
renaissance feminism
ubu roi
lost profiles
animal characters
oroonoko, and other writings
paper bodies
high windows
selected stories
griffin & sabine
women in power in the early modern drama
runaway
a house for mr biswas
the mimic men
the gypsy goddess
the spectator bird
remembered earth
the letters of john cheever
haircut and other stories
the sellout
aimless love
poems
house of sand and fog
meditations from a movable chair
six degrees of separation
i wanted to tell you
bar harbor suite
the namesake
caribouddhism
ancestral voice
french for soldiers
extinct songbirds of maine
hugging the shore essays and criticism
the book of life
a discovery of witches
shadow of night
quattrocento
the help
going abroad
between sacred mountains
the effendi and the pregnant pot

wonders and the order of nature, 1150 1750
connecting girls and science
exploring the scientific method
international handbook of science education
teaching high school science through inquiry
the culture of science education
start with a story
talking science
zero to lazy eight
the early universe
in the shadow of melting glaciers
indian days on the western prairies
nature journal
william bartram, the search for natures design
an everglades providence
dreaming the biosphere
falling for snow
keys to lichens of north america
plants + people
enhancing wildlife habitats
the complete book of birdhouse construction for woodworkers
in the field, among the feathered
bird watching
the prairie keepers
north atlantic right whale consortium annual meeting
buffalo nation
the game of conservation
artful science
the teacher friendly guide to the geology of the northeastern u s

medieval & early renaissance medicine
toxic bodies
sacrifice zones
understanding schizophrenia
understanding ocd
borderline personality disorder
cutting and self harm
toxic archipelago

agricultural transition
my work is that of conservation
whereby we thrive
political ecologies of cattle ranching in northern mexico
grass, soil hope
the gardens and flowers of jordan pond
american canopy
remarkable trees of the world
managed annihilation
arctic chase
the whaling expedition of the ulysses, 1937 38

handbook of technical writing
beyond the big ditch
the death and life of monterey bay
the polluters
dirty water
energy
reckoning at eagle creek
emanations
american images
side trips
cut with the kitchen knife
foglio e forma
mastering woodworking machines
how to carve wood
landscapes in relief
understanding wood finishing
paper pleasures
the techniques of basketry
modern moroccan
tuscany

the world of zines

is the man who is tall happy
mysteries of the unseen world

tihtiys et jea